SmartFlex
Hand Protection
™

Brass Knuckle®
BK350
According to American Family
Physicians, work-related skin
diseases account for approximately 50 percent of occupational
illnesses and are responsible for
an estimated 25 percent of all lost
workdays. To reduce the risk of
skin disease, consider multipurpose gloves that inspire compliance. For example, protection
from liquids may not be enough if
a glove’s lack of grip prevents the
wearer from using the necessary tools for the job. Consult the
wearer and study the application
and only then specify protective
equipment.

BK350
Polyester Shell, Full Foam Latex Coating
with Double-Dip Latex Palm,
Sandy Grip

GENERAL EASY GRIP
PURPOSE

Ideal Markets
Agricultural | Chemical Processing | Construction | Food Processing | Foodservice |
Fuel Transportation | Grocery | Janitorial | Maintenance | Mechanical Engineering |
Power Washing | Pumper | Sanitation | Trucking | Warehouse

DOUBLE DIP IS A DEAL SEALER

COZY POLY LINER WITH A DOUBLE-DIP COATING
Our SmartFlex™ BK350 provides allover protection from liquid penetration while your
hand gets cozy in our soft polyester seamless knit liner. Soft and seamless means longwearing comfort and nothing to rub or chafe. But the deal sealer here is BK350’s ability to
seal out liquids and keep hands dry, making them less prone to skin diseases. Our durable
natural latex coating covers the full front and back of the hand, while an additional double
dip of latex foam on the palm provides excellent grip, abrasion resistance, and tear resistance.
Latex is not recommended for oily applications, but this glove is an excellent dry or wet
gripper virtually anywhere else.
Like all Brass Knuckle® gloves, BK350 is made to fit comfortably. Fingers are tapered
and curved. Sizing is carefully considered and gloves are manufactured to the highest tolerances to ensure flex points match up to the wearer’s knuckles.
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BK350
Polyester Shell, Full Foam Latex Coating
with Double-Dip Latex Palm,
Sandy Grip

1. Full foam latex coating (light blue) all over
with a second coat of latex on palms and
fingers. Sandy finish. Offers high elasticity and
outstanding dry and wet grip. Durable, with
improved puncture resistance. Coating remains
soft in cold conditions.
2. For wet-grip applications, sandy finish
creates more gripping surface, improving slip
resistance. Also enhances abrasion resistance.
3. 15-gauge, 100% polyester knit liner feels soft
and provides superior warmth without bulk.
Resists shrinking when laundered. Breathable
and stretchable. Excellent tear resistance.
4. Loose fitting for improved insulation, but
excellent grip surface enhances tool handling.
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5. A full knit wrist — seamless and stretchable
— helps prevent dirt, debris, and cold air from
getting inside glove.
6. Color-coded cuffs indicate glove size and
simplify re-issuing.
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Brass Knuckle® SmartFlex™ BK350
Protecting the skin from any prolonged exposure to liquids — even clean water
— is critical to fighting skin disease. BK350 is a general purpose work glove
that feels light and provides allover protection from liquid exposure.
Size
8
9
10
11

Cuff Color
Green
White
Black
Purple

Coat/Coat
Blue/Dark Blue
Blue/Dark Blue
Blue/Dark Blue
Blue/Dark Blue

Pack Sz
12 pair
12 pair
12 pair
12 pair

Part #
BK350-8
BK350-9
BK350-10
BK350-11
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